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I SSUE #100

Looking Good,
Sounding Better...
No Matter What The Day Is

Record of the Week

Better
Tom Baxter
unsigned

The front cover star of our 50th issue, and definitive Hit Sheet favourite,
deservedly makes it onto the cover of our 100th issue. As far as we’re
concerned Better is a future #1 hit.
The song has stood out in all of Tom’s live shows over the last year and is
also very radio friendly. The track received its first play on Radio 2 this week
when Johnnie Walker, sitting in for Terry Wogan, gave it a spin to much
positive response. We’re thrilled and delighted in equal measure.
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Love Music,
Have An Opinion,
Make A Difference

…At last! Well who would have thought that we
would get to issue #100? Despite all the distractions
of everyday life we appear to have done so. Over the
course of the first 100 issues we have featured over
1,000 different tracks on the Hit Sheet editorially
endorsed CD, put on over 20 Hit Sheet nights in 5
different venues and I personally have attended more
than 2,000 gigs, showcases, festivals and
conferences all over the world. Do I have the best job
in the world? I certainly think so! I would like to thank
all the loyal subscribers both old and new without
whose support, both emotionally and financially, we
wouldn’t be able to survive. I’d also like to thank all
the label employees, from the chairmen all the way
down to the post-room, that have dealt with our artist
requests and general enquiries over the years. A big
thanks also to all the publishers, promoters,
pluggers, agents, managers, retailers, lawyers,
media, digital companies, ad agencies and everyone
else we have come into contact with over the course
of the life of the Hit Sheet. I’d also like to thank all the
wonderful artists we have met and marvelled at on
both recorded formats and seen live. To work in such
a creative business is a blessing; without the
musicians and acts we wouldn’t have an industry!
A very special big thanks to YOU; for if you weren’t
reading these words and listening to the Hit Sheet CD
my work would be pretty meaningless! Most of all I’d
like to thank my family for all their support. To my
two children Joseph and Daniel who, in my opinion,
don’t see enough of me and to my beautiful wife
Naomi who has been a rock and somehow manages
to combine the roles of wife, mother and Hit Sheet
administrator with the minimum of fuss, putting up
with my rock’n’roll lifestyle and who continues to get
sympathetic looks from all those that meet her. As
Richard Griffiths has pointed out Naomi is a saint
among women… So here’s to the next 100
Moving on, here’s a list of the 20 or so gigs/events
and places I’ve been since the last deadline…
Beirut, who were the best act I saw at this year’s,
SXSW came to London town and this time I saw
them two nights running. The first performance, in
the foyer of the Queen Elizabeth Hall to a select 300
lucky and clued-up fans, was a total joy. The fact that
the 7 band members were sharing just one
microphone didn’t deter from the performance. The
next night at Koko, where they had all the stage
backline they needed, and this time to a packed out
and very hot crowd of 1,500 people, they played their
special mixture of folk and kletzmer; think a cross
between Gogol Bordello, Talking Heads and Arcade
Fire. Led by the gifted and talented Zach Condon
(from New Mexico) this is a band that looks set to
conquer the world.
The Spice Girls press conference was a hoot! The
worst-kept secret in showbiz finally became public
knowledge as the long-awaited reunion tour was
announced. The event was perfectly stage managed
by our friends at the Outside Organization. Funniest
comment came from Mel C when questioned as to

whether the Spice Girls reunion would be as
successful as Take That’s, “ The difference between
us and Take That is we’re a truly global band”. Maybe
she should have said Brand? Expect plenty more
dates to be added to what promises to be a
spectacular tour.
Along with many others I attended the Ryan Dan
showcase at the Dali Universe exhibition in the
County Hall building in London. Identical twins Ryan
and Dan impressed us all with their repertoire and
general all round marketability.
The AOL showcase at the new Indigo Room at the O2
Centre was enjoyable as we got to see Crowded
House, The Magic Numbers, Siobhan Donaghy and
Tiny Dancers all in one night. The Indigo is beautiful,
with great sightlines and is a very comfortable venue
that is going to be very successful as more people
discover it. I also managed to see Crowded House
perform a very intimate show for 150 invited guests
at the BBC’s Maida Vale studios. The recording was
broadcast live on the Mark Radcliffe and Stuart
Maconie evening show. Quite why these two fine
broadcasters are now sharing a show is a question
that only Dame Lesley Douglas can answer, In my
opinion it’s a waste of both their talents as
individually they work well, as a duo their knowledge
is indisputable but they do have to compete with
each other for the lack of airtime that they have been
reduced to.
The Silver Clef lunch was, as always, a very moving
affair and is easily the best industry event aside from
the IVORS. When I think of the millions of pounds the
BPI wasted on lawyer’s fees this year it occurs to me
how much better the money would have been used
if it had gone to the Nordoff Robbins cause instead.
The lunch was of the highest standard and the
auction, led as always by Nick Stewart, was great
fun. I was especially pleased to see Hit Sheet
favourites The Feeling win an award from Heart FM.
One of the UK’s finest ever songwriters Paul Weller
got the top award. A big thanks to Jackie Hyde and
all of the Sony BMG team for the invitation.

Paul

Weller
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Another great gig was the BMI sponsored
event at the Borderline where the excellent
Ben’s Brother headlined and The Loose
Salute just about stole the show with their
brand of South London infused Americana.
Fronted by the beautiful duo of Lisa Billson
and Charlotte King and ably held together
by the tight drumming and vocals of Ian
McCutcheon and the excellent guitar
playing of Pete Greenwood, The Loose
Salute are ones to watch and their debut
album is one of my albums of the year.
From that gig I rushed over to the lovely
surroundings of the Luminaire in Kilburn to
catch the very cool new Nettwerk label
signing Datarock. Their coolness was
evident to see despite their encore cover of
the Jennifer Warnes and Bill Medley Dirty
Dancing love song Time Of My Life which
received a rapturous reception!
On the one warm Sunday afternoon we’ve
had this month the family descended on
Regents Park bandstand for a spot of
music. A series of gigs at this gorgeous
setting has been arranged and sponsored
by the 606 Club, a haven for all lovers of
Jazz. We watched a very nice set by the
Chris Garrick Quartet and then went for a
pedalo (from gigolo to pedalo!). Whilst in
the jazz mood I took myself off to the
Montreux Jazz festival. See my report in
this issue, and also my account of my
flying overnight visit to the Latitude
festival. Neil McCormick’s wonderfully
humorous take on festivals and Latitude is
also a must-read on page 9.

MONTREUX - A VIEW WITH A ROOM

I have had the pleasure of seeing Aqualung
three times in as many weeks; at Latitude,
at Bush Hall (as a warm up for Latitude) and
finally at the i-Tunes event at the ICA. Each
show was different and Matt Hales remains
one of our favourite artists.
Jamie Scott & The Town were also on the
ICA bill and we were delighted to see how
good the band looked and sounded. I
heard at least 4 potential radio-friendly
chart hits.
The Mercury nominations at The Hospital
in Endell Street was a good chance to
catch up with our tip Natasha Khan of Bat
For Lashes. The 10/1 odds we took have
shrunk dramatically since the final 12 were
announced. I think it’s time that a woman
won a Mercury and if Amy Winehouse
doesn’t win then Natasha (Bat For Lashes)
will.
Two trips on consecutive days to the
picturesque Somerset House were both
fun. Lily Allen’s set on the Monday was
very good but her potty mouth saw several
people with young children heading for the
exits, which was a shame. The guest
appearance of The Specials’ Lynval
Golding was another highlight. The sooner
Lily stops trying to act all street cred and
concentrates more on her songwriting the
better. Lily you went to Bedales Public
School... Get over it!
The following night I was back watching
Mika and his excellent band. Lots of
dressing up and a good-natured vibe was
the dress and party code. There was a
harder, rockier edge to the performance
than we’d witnessed before and the set
was extended to twice its normal length as
cover versions and longer guitar solos
ensued. I had young Daniel on my
shoulders for most of the set but it was
worth it for the big future #1 hit Lollipop
finale as tons of glitter, streamers and
balloons showered us.
An invitation from Sony BMG to go and
see Barbra Streisand at the 02 was
gratefully received in the Kramer

household. We last saw Barbra at her
Wembley Arena shows in 1994, although it
only seems like yesterday! Funnily enough
the ticket price then was £105 so taking
inflation into account that would be more
like £500 now so I couldn’t quite
understand the fuss about the ticket price.
Although Barbra is knocking on a bit now
her voice is as pure as ever. Her set was
excellent although we could have done
with an oxygen mask and binoculars we
were so high and far back. We could also
have done without the 4 poofs and no
piano cabaret act that filled in for her
during costume change and fag breaks.
Finally, a trip to the church in Smith
Square, Westminster to see David Gray
was well worth it. We were treated to some
of David’s classics, some very nice cover
versions from the forthcoming album and
also some new songs. Thanks to Mike
Greek for the tickets.
This issue’s CD coincidentally features
several artists that we have previously
championed in addition to a few new
names. Enjoy the music, we seem to be on
a roll right now as far as quality goes.
So, with the arrival of the school holidays,
the new Simpsons movie, a new Harry
Potter book and film to read and watch,
myspace and facebook accounts to
manage, I will do all I can to get the next
issue to you before we embark on our
summer holidays. I have got the wood,
now just need to build an ark.
A big thank you to all the Hit Sheet staff
past and present for helping make the Hit
Sheet what it is today.
Thanks to you for being here for the first
hundred and I hope you’ll stick around for
the next hundred.
Good Night and Good Luck
Paul Kramer
Publisher
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2. Friday
3. When Will I See Your Face Again
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Better

Tom Baxter

unsigned

Better is our record of the year, let alone the week. We think it’s a
classic that is destined to be featured on many love song
compilations. Considering that the track is unsigned the amount of
media and radio support it’s going to be getting over the next few
weeks is unsurpassed.
Following a fortnight of sold-out UK gigs Tom and his great band will
be headlining the Uncut stage at the V Festival on August 18 and 19.
Better is taken from Tom’s fine new album Skybound which is coproduced by Jeremy Stacey. The new tracks sound fantastic and the
album is a mature piece of work with a slightly jazzier feel than its
predecessor. The strings, by Oli Langford, are a joy and give the
album a very sophisticated sound. Better is a co-write with Sam
Semple and the album also features 2 co-writes with Judie Tzuke.
Better has been chosen by Friends star turned director, David
Schwimmer to feature in his forthcoming autumn blockbuster film,
‘Run, Fat Boy, Run’ starring Simon Pegg and Dylan Moran.
Meanwhile, Tom’s own career looks set to run and run…for the better.

Friday

Goldspot

Fontana/Mercury

We’ve already featured Goldspot a couple of times in the Hit Sheet
back in March and April with Rewind. Friday is in the current Radio
2 airplay Top 10 and has spent 2 weeks on the A list following on
from its Record of the Week accolade earlier this month. The video
has been added to MTV The Hits, the Box and Q. Goldspot are such
a great live band that we went all the way up to Manchester to see
them recently. Having won over the hard-to-impress London
audiences a few times the Manchester crowd were putty in their
hands. Friday is taken from the excellent debut album Tally Of The
Yes Men. Goldspot are led by the enigmatic and charismatic
frontman Siddhartha (Sid) Khosla. Sid describes their sound as a
fusion of “post-punk Bollywood and pop”. The band formed when
Sid moved from Pennsylvania to L.A. where he met drummer Ramy
Antoun. Sid’s voice has been compared to George Harrison and Roy
Orbison. Loved by the critics including tastemaker Nic Harcourt at
KCRW and the Sunday Times’ Dan Cairns, we are thrilled that they
are headlining the Hit Sheet showcase on July 26th. Friday is a great
pop song that deserves to be played on the radio every day of the week.

When Will I See
Your Face Again

Jamie Scott & The Town

Polydor

Faithful readers of the Hit Sheet will hopefully remember the name Jamie
Scott from the 4 times we featured him in 2004 when he was a pretty, fresh
-faced teenager. Just one of several victims of a record label merger, Jamie
became disillusioned with the business but he never gave up. Now, with a
new record deal, an excellent new band (including Luke Potashnick (ex
Rooster) on lead guitar) and a batch of new songs, but still looking as
young and handsome as ever, the time is definitely right for Jamie to break
through. We saw Jamie play a showcase last month and last weekend at
the ITunes ICA gig and the band are a very tight outfit; easy on the eye and
the ear.
His new album Park Bench Theories is a sophisticated body of work and
his personal lyrics show a maturity that belies his age. His vocal rests
somewhere between Stevie Wonder and Marvin Gaye; not bad for a white
soul boy from Weybridge!
The single is a great set-up track that will have radio programmers up and
down the country reaching for the playlists. The track has already been
added to the Blist at Radio 2, GCAP, Capital and Radio 1 Upfront.
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What Do We Do?

Laura Critchley
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Big Print

We last featured Laura on the Hit Sheet CD back in April with her
previous single Sometimes I. Since then Laura has had some
impressive breaks including a starring role at our Hit Sheet showcase
gig last month and then, more importantly, as the cover star on the
recent Observer Music Monthly magazine. We have been listening to
Laura’s debut album on the Hit Sheet CD player for the last few days
and we think there are several singles that could steer Laura to a
bigger audience over the course of the next year. What Do We Do? is
expected to find its way onto the UK’s airwaves over what remains of
our glorious summer. There is a 7 minute sampler of the album tracks
available to hear on Laura’s myspace page.
What Do We Do? is a song about a relationship that has hit rock
bottom but being too afraid to end it in case you may end up alone.
We can’t believe that someone as beautiful and talented as Laura
would have any trouble on the relationship front.

Dr. Frankenstein

Jack Savoretti

De-Angelis

This is one of our favourite tracks taken from Jack’s stunning debut
album Between The Minds and it’s also a live favourite. The album
will definitely be up in our year-end top 10 list. The song has been C
listed at Radio 2 for 2 weeks and we’re hoping it’ll move up to the B
list at least. We’re suckers for a song that tells a story and each track
on the album does just that.
The version we have featured here is remixed from the album
version and the female vocals are supplied by Emma Boughton.
Check out Jack’s myspace page to hear a great live cover of Johnny
Cash’s Ring Of Fire. You can see Jack at the Innocent village fete in
Regents Park on the 4th/5th August. (Now I know where I’ll be going
for my wedding anniversary!)
Jack has a very gentle soul coupled with loads of charisma and a
wicked sense of humour. He is always good company and a big hit
with the ladies. What is this? A dating agency?

Go To Hell

David Ford

Independiente

Go To Hell is the lead track from David’s new album Songs For The
Road which isn’t released until the autumn. We first got behind
David’s solo career back in 2004 and the promise he showed back
then has come to fruition on the new CD.
We’re lucky enough to have a promo copy of the album and it’s
absolutely fantastic. The songs may well be about recrimination and
contemplation but there is more light at the end of the tunnel than
ever before. It seems as though David’s glass is becoming half full
rather than half empty. The track Train has a real gospel, Eagles‘
Desperado feel to it. Other tracks seem to have a Springsteenesque
quality and honesty about them. What is most refreshing is that the
tracks are radio friendly and therefore will get David to the wider
audience he deserves.
Having just completed a UK tour with Suzanne Vega, David will be
playing with Duke Special at the ICA I-Tunes gig this Sunday,
headlining 2 special acoustic shows at the Soho Revue Bar on Aug
1 and 8 and appearing on the bill at the Trekstock gig in aid of TCT on September 1.
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RECORDS OF THE WEEK
Found You

Ross Copperman

Phonogenic/Sony BMG

We have been championing Ross for over a year now. Following on
from the soft release of As I Choke last year and That’s All She Wrote
earlier this year, the time has come for the release of the power ballad
that will be the hit that Ross so richly deserves and has been working
so hard to achieve.
Found You has gone straight to #1 at the Box and the video is being
added to all the right channels. Airplay support has been led by Radio
2 where the track has been B listed for the last two weeks and an A list
upgrade is expected soon.
Check out Ross’s myspace page to hear other tracks from his hit-laden
debut album Welcome To Reality and while you’re there you can check
out the live video footage of his cover of Rihanna’s Umbrella.
Found You is available as a 6 format digital download for a very
competitive rate.
Ross can be seen performing at the V festival this summer. Go and say
‘Hi’; he’s a very sociable chap!

Undecided

The Magic Numbers

Heavenly/EMI

One of our favourite live bands, and a definite highlight at the recent
Latitude Festival, The Magic Numbers are back with a 6 track EP.
Taken from the curate’s egg of an album Those The Brokes, the lead
track from the ep is Undecided. The lead vocal baton is handed over to
our favourite multi-talented ‘number’ Angela Gannon who has the most
beautiful and effortless singing voice.
The track is as soulful as you can get and as usual reminds us of just
what a great lyricist Romeo Stoddart is; when it comes to affairs of the
heart he has literally written the book and got the t-shirt! Other tracks
on the EP include Tonight, Fear Of Sleep, The Shooter, Sissy and the
Silent Kid and Let Somebody In.
When it comes to planning a festival The Magic Numbers are the first
band to be booked. They will be at Cardiff “Summer” Festival on Aug
5th and Belladrum Festival on Aug 10. We look forward to catching up
with them at the excellent Summer Sundae Weekender in Leicester on
Aug 11th. They managed to make the sun shine there two years
ago…let’s hope they can do it again!

Click Your Heels

The Orange Lights

Blackbird

Here we have another of our favourite bands from the last year and
this is their 3rd track to be featured on the Hit Sheet CD. Life Is Still
Beautiful (June 2006) and Let The Love Back In (May 2007) were the
first two. We make no apologies for bringing them to your attention
again as they just ooze quality, whether it be live or on record.
Jason Hart (ex Spiritualized guitarist) is the man with the beguiling
and warm honeyed vocal which is best exemplified on Click Your
Heels. The band also features keyboardist Paul Tucker who, as the
songwriter in the Lighthouse Family, knows a thing or two about hit
records. As it says on the tin The Orange Lights write and play
beautiful ambient widescreen atmospheric music. The album, also
entitled, Click Your Heels is produced by Ken Nelson (Coldplay,
Embrace) and mixed by Chris Lord-Alge.
The band can count KCRW’s Nic Harcourt as a supporter as he has
declared them his current British band of choice. The boys played
our Hit Sheet night last year and will be back making another appearance at one of our autumn showcases. Keep
an ear and eye out for the Tune army.
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The Heart Of Saturday Night
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Diana Krall Verve

Diana’s Krall’s career up until now has been one of twins and peaks!
Diana married British singer songwriter Elvis Costello on December 6th
2003 and exactly 3 years later to the day gave birth to twin boys Dexter
and Frank.
The Grammy Award winner has sold 14 million records worldwide and
is releasing a best of compilation CD for the first time in her illustrious
career. The Very Best Of Diana Krall, her 12th album release, will be
available in all good shops on September 10th.
The Heart Of Saturday Night is a cover of one of Tom Waits’ best known
songs from the mid seventies.
We saw Diana perform at a BBC Radio 2 recording at the Mermaid
Theatre 2 years ago and, despite her nervousness, we were captivated
by her wonderful voice and piano playing.

The Shape Of Us

Ian Britt

unsigned

We first saw Ian perform at a random gig in Manchester a while back
and we have finally gotten round to featuring him on the Hit Sheet CD.
The Shape Of Us is the favourite of all the tracks he has sent us since
we met and it’s a very nice ballad in the bed-wetting genre. We also
think The Shape Of Us is very radio-friendly.
Ian, who is originally from Sheffield, has been a regular on the Northern
gig scene for a good while now honing his craft and keeping it real. He
has supported artists such as Seth Lakeman, Josh Pyke and Jah
Wobble in the last year. The Shape Of Us is taken from Ian’s 2nd album
entitled Big Light.
Ian is currently self-managed and self motivated but looking for any
offers of help from all aspects of the business. Catch him live in
Sheffield on 9th August at the Green Rooms and in London at the
Slaughtered Lamb on 5 Sept and then, the biggest gig of all, the Hit
Sheet showcase at the Cobden on September 19.
The Best of Brittish to him.

Somewhere

The Alexandria Quartet

unsigned

By popular demand here’s a repeat of the track that we
brought you in the last issue from the hottest
Norwegian group. When we first heard this track on
our CD player we thought that Coldplay had released
a new ballad using an alias. The band’s sound has also
been compared to Neil Young and Jeff Buckley. We
first saw the band at the Barfly in Camden and soon
realised that there are plenty more hits where this
came from.
Martin Skålnes is the unassuming frontman who takes
on a change in persona of Superman proportions
when he goes on stage.
The Alexandria Quartet were one of the successes of
the night at last month’s Hit Sheet / BMI showcase and
they proved that they know how to rock out. Check out
their website to hear plenty more future hits.

Hit Sheet Hit Sheet Hit Sheet Hit Sheet Hit Sheet Hit Sheet
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Tonight (Balcony Scene from West Side Story)
Vittorio Grigolo & Hayley Westenra

UCJ/Decca

West Side Story is loosely based on Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet.
Everyone knows that unless they happen to be a Big Brother contestant.
This year marks the 50th Anniversary of the original Broadway
production of the ground-breaking Bernstein/Sondheim musical. To
commemorate the occasion our friends at UCJ are releasing a starstudded recording using the best of today’s young talent. The Royal
Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra is conducted by Nick Ingman. Hayley
Westenra is following in the footsteps of fellow Kiwi, Dame Kiri Te
Kanawa, in the main role of Maria. She is joined on this track by Vittorio
Grigolo as Tony, and the album also features a performance by TV reality
show winner Connie Fisher. The cast bring a new, 21st century, youth and
vitality to the musical.
This recording of West Side Story has everything you could wish for and
is still as powerful as it was 50 years ago.

HITSEEKERS
WHAT’S ON THE HIT SHEET PLAYLIST THIS MONTH
Rihanna - Shut Up And Drive
Set to continue Rihanna’s domination of the charts on both side of the Atlantic…
The Enemy - Had Enough
We Love this song, love this song, took us a a while, a while…
Sounds like the Jam, yes they do, yes they do and the album was number 1, number 1!
Hard-Fi - Suburban Knights
Great comeback track from the Staines massive – HIT!
Colbie Caillat - Bubbly
This is one myspace sensation from over the pond that is going to be huge.
David Jordan - Place In My Heart
Terence Trent D’arby meets Lenny Kravitz …courtesy of North London hope.
Gretchen Lieberum - Do You Realise?
A fabulous cover of the Flaming Lips song which we heard on Colin Murray’s equally fabulous evening show.
Catherine Feeny - Mr Blue
This is the track to take Catherine to a whole new level and a wider audience.
Sara Bareilles - Love Song
The LA Nerina Pallot, this should blow up big time if released in the UK.
Natalie Imbruglia - Glorious
Taken from the Greatest Hits album this is going to be a huge hit, already Alisted at Radio 2.

LATITUDE WITH ATTITUDE
I hadn’t been to a festival for the whole
of the so-called summer but I fancied
seeing Damien Rice, and my infant son
wanted to go camping, so the small
Latitude festival in Suffolk seemed like a
convenient confluence of interests. But
at five o’clock in the morning, sleepless
and bleary eyed, trying to get
comfortable in a pop up tent, surrounded
by babbling idiots on cocaine and
ketamine, I began to wonder if “familyfriendly festival” was a contradiction in
terms.
I spent the weekend pushing a buggy up
and down hills, with three bags loaded for
every eventuality (It is no use telling a
three-year-old that you left his raincoat /
sunblock / rubber dinosaur a half a mile
away in the tent). We queued for food.
We queued for loos. Have you ever tried
to encourage a small child to take a dump
in a hole big enough for him to fall
through, below which is a visible river of
shit? I had visions of trying to explain to
my wife how I had managed to lose our
only child in a fatal incident at the latrines.
But what about the music, the fun, the
laughter? Well, there was a lot of that,
true. Along with a host of poets,
comedians and storytellers, we saw
Damien Rice, The Magic Numbers,
Aqualung, Tinariwen, Seasick Steve,
Rickie Lee Jones, The Hold Steady, CSS
and some electro hip hop from Dan Le
Sac and Scroobius Pip (which drove my
boy wild, suggesting there may be trouble
ahead). But it did occur to me (not for the
first time) that as a media professional
living in the cultural metropolis of London,
I had already seen all of the above in
rooms with roofs and great sound
systems, and still returned to get a good
night’s sleep in the comfort of my own
bed.
My son, of course, is already agitating to
go next year. So I have typed up the
following manifesto for his perusal. Now I
just have to teach him to read.
15 Reasons Why I Never Want To Go To
A Rock Festival Again
1) Mud
Mud on my boots, mud on my jeans, mud
on my black leather jacket. Rock ‘n’Roll
has nothing to do with mud. It can be
fuzzy, wild and even dirty, but never
muddy. Mud is for farmers.
2) Rain
Rain drizzling on my head, blurring my
glasses, sticking my jeans to my legs.

Rain that makes mud. Mud on my hands.
Mud on my face. Mud in my eye.
3) Grassy Fields
Acres and acres of green grass and not a
sheep in sight. Green grass meant for
grazing and strolling. Green, green grass
that slowly, under the relentless pounding
of thousands of feet, turns to mud,
glorious mud. And not a hippopotamus in
sight.
4) Tall People
If the world were really like a Queen
video, crowds would be arranged in terms
of height, with the shortest at the front
and tallest at the back. Unfortunately, tall
people are inherently anarchic, roaming
wherever they wish. This is because
wherever they stand they have a clear
view. So why do they always stand in
front of me?
5) Short People
Particularly short people who stand
behind me, nudging and pushing and
straining on their toes. Short people who
say, “What’s going on? Is somebody on
stage?” Worst of all, young short people
whose ritual chant every festival-going
man and his chiropractor have come to
hate: “I can’t see, pick me up, just for a
minute, go on!”
6) Drunks
Drunks crashing into anyone who gets in
their way. Drunks standing on your toes
and burping by way of apology. Gangs of
drunks, arm in arm, swaying, bellowing
the wrong lyrics, out of tune, out of time
and out of their minds. Drunks who
collapse unconscious at your feet and lie
smiling, oblivious to the music, oblivious
to the rain, oblivious to the mud. How I
envy them.
7) St. John’s Ambulance Corps.
Crack teams of anally repressed young
people whose idea of a good time is
putting on a uniform and rushing about at
rock festivals, prodding people with their
fold-out stretchers and carrying off
comatose drunks who would rather be left
where they fell, all the time apologising to
everyone and asking when Cliff Richard is
coming on.
8) Mobile Food Stalls
Food stalls sinking in the mud as fat men
in festival t-shirts sell overpriced beer and
encephalitic burgers that drive you
straight to the row of smelly, rickety blue
plastic cubicles ironically dubbed toilet
facilities.
9) Long Lines of Women Queuing for the
Toilet Facilities
Rows and rows of disgruntled women,
complaining you men are lucky, you can
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go anywhere. I’ve been here half an hour
already. Oi, you, hurry it up, whattya
doing in there? Creating a masterpiece?
You men are lucky, you can go
anywhere...
10) Men Who Go Anywhere
Piss running down fences, piss dribbling
off the back of food stalls, piss dripping
from the wheels of St. John’s
ambulances, piss running down grassy
fields to become torrential rivers of mud.
“And we’ve just received a news flash
from the Second Summer Of Love
Monsters Of Rock One World Two Chords
And The Cash Festival where 30,000
young people have drowned in what
eyewitnesses have described as a ... good
grief ... a tidal wave of mud and pi ...
urine.”
11) Multiple Stages
Between the Main Stage, Second Stage,
Dance Stage, Folk Stage, Jazz Stage,
Comedy Stage and Final Stage Of
Terminal Illness, wherever you are you
can’t help worrying that you’re missing
out on something better elsewhere. Like
the comforts of home.
12) Bands
Bands I didn’t even want to see asking me
if I’m having a good time while they’re
clean and dry on stage and I’m up to my
neck in mud, piss, rain, drunks and St.
John’s Ambulancemen and convinced
there’s something better going on at the
other side of the field.
13) Running Orders
That bear no relation to the actual
sequence of events. On paper you’re
offered a bill that looks like non-stop
musical nirvana. On the day it turns out all
the best bands are on different stages at
exactly the same time, so the only way
you can hear them all is if you position
yourself in the exact sonic epicentre of
the festival where music from all the
stages mushes into one quagmire of
sound that can only be described as, yes
...
14) Mud
Musical mud, flapping in the wind,
clogging your ears, oozing into your brain
until you find that, inexplicably, you are
waving your arms in the air, yelling
“Awright!”, hugging St. John’s
Ambulancemen, kissing drunks, urinating
in public and otherwise behaving in a
manner that would get you arrested
anywhere else but at a rock festival.
15) Fireworks
BANG - Crack! Fizzzzzzzzzz! Rock’n’Roll?
It’s all over.

Neil McCormick

TV AND RADIO
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TV
Aled Jones
Arctic Monkeys
Bob Dylan
Dizzee Rascal
Duncan James
Editors
Editors
Eminem
Girls Aloud
Just Jack
Kate Nash
Kings of Leon
Manic Street
Preachers
Maroon 5
Mika
Muse
Newton Faulkner
Rumblestrips
Scissor Sisters
Stereophonics

Heaven & Earth
Benicassim Music Festival
Don’t Look Back
Bow Selector
School’s Out
ITunes Festival:London
Video Exclusive
8 Mile
T4 on the Beach: Buried Treasure
T4 on the Beach: Buried Treasure
T4 on the Beach: Buried Treasure
Benicassim Music Festival

Sun 29 July: 10.00 BBC1
Sat 28 July: 23.10 ITV2
Tues 31 July: 22.00 More4
Tues 31 July: 00.10 Ch4
Sat 28 July:18.15 BBC1
Tues 31 July: 23.35 Ch4
Thurs 2 Aug: 23.35 Ch4
Tues 31 July: 22.00 ITV2
Sun 29 July: 11.55 Ch4
Sun 29 July: 11.55 Ch4
Sat 28 July:10.00 Ch4
Sat 28 July: 23.10 ITV2

T4 on the Beach: Buried Treasure
T4 on the Beach: Buried Treasure
T4 on the Beach: Buried Treasure
Benicassim Music Festival
4Play
ITunes Festival:London
Benicassim Music Festival
ITunes Festival:London

Sun 29 July: 11.55 Ch4
Sat 28 July:10.00 Ch4
Sat 28 July:10.00 Ch4
Sat 28 July: 23.10 ITV2
Fri 3 Aug: 00.30 Ch4
Tues 31 July: 23.35 Ch4
Sat 28 July:23.10 ITV2
Tues 31 July: 23.35 Ch4

Bruce Dickinson’s Rock Show
Marc Riley ’s Brain Surgery
Jonathan Ross
Lauren Laverne
Cambridge Folk Festival Highlights
Tom Robinson
Stuart Maconie
Johnnie Walker
Cambridge Folk Festival Highlights
Cambridge Folk Festival Highlights
Bright Size Life
The Song Doctor
Cambridge Folk Festival Highlights
Lauren Laverne
Cambridge Folk Festival Highlights
Stuart Maconie
Johnnie Walker
Johnnie Walker

Fri 3 Aug: 22.00 BBC6Music
Fri 3 Aug: 19.00 BBC6Music
Sat 28 July: 10.00 R2
Mon 30 July: 23.30 R2
Sat 28 July: 20.00 R2
Mon 30 July: 19.00 BBC6Music
Thurs 2 Aug: 20.00 R2
Sun 29 July: 16.30 R2
Sat 28 July: 20.00 R2
Sat 28 July: 20.00 R2
Thurs 2 Aug: 23.00 R2
Tues 31 July: 13.30 R4
Sat 28 July: 20.00 R2
Mon 30 July: 23.30 R2
Sat 28 July: 20.00 R2
Tues 31 July: 20.00 R2
Sun 29 July: 16.30 R2
Sun 29 July: 16.30 R2

RADIO
Biffy Clyro
Candie Payne
Feist
Jack Savoretti
Joan Baez
Laura Veirs
Laura Veirs
Lol Crème
Nanci Griffith
Oysterband
Pat Metheny
Rick Rubin
Steve Earle
The Coral
The Waterboys
Tinariwen
Tom Baxter
Trevor Horn

BBC RADIO 2 88 - 90.2 FM
JANICE LONG SHOW LIVE GUESTS
31/07/07
01/08/07
02/08/07
21/08/07
TBC
14/09/07
10/9/07
15/10/07
19/11/07

Passenger
The Waterboys
Battle
Poppy & The Jezebels
Richard Hawley
Astrella Celeste
Siouxsie Sioux
The Coral
Shed Seven

DERMONT O’LEARY SHOW LIVE GUESTS
July 28
August 4
August 11
August 25
Sept 1
Sept 8

SHAZAM TAG CHART
TW
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

LW
1
7
3
4
5
6
8
18
20
New

TITLE
With Every Heartbeat
Beautiful Girl
I Found You
Rise Up
Love Is Gone
Stronger
Let Me Think About It
The Creeps
Moving On
Hey There Delilah

ARTIST
Robyn
Sean Kingston
Axwell
Yves Larock
David Guetta Feat. Chris Willis
Kanye West
Ida Corr Vs. Fedde Le Grand
Freaks
Taio Cruz
Plain White T's

Brinkman
Aqualung / White Rabbits
Grant Lee Phillips
Athlete
Kate Nash
Hard Fi

NAMES
... NAMES
A TALE ...OFNAMES
TWO CITIES
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Which radio station boss was flown out to New York where he was wined, dined and totally entertained but, after personal
reassurances to Enrique Iglesias, failed to playlist him on his return to the UK?

?

Which ex label boss and industry auctioneer was greeted with shouts of “Going…Going...Gone” at the recent Silver Clef luncheon ?
Which label boss is well pleased with the Klaxons’ Nationwide Mercury nomination as he has a track that he co-wrote included on
the album?

?

Which Nationwide Mercury nominated act’s manager incurred the wrath of the organizers by alerting the act’s label to the band’s
nomination before the embargo had been lifted?

?

Which top industry legend gave us some words of wisdom as we headed us off to Switzerland with the comforting words of “watch
your back” when told of our destination? He is now busy testing the theory that he can walk on water thanks to the floods in his
Manor!
Which top radio plugger had his new office feng shui-ed before he would move in?
Which leading UK actor is just about to release an album of chill out anthems? The clue supplied by Gary Farrow is the album is
called Cained. Not many people know that!
Which media bod texted us during the Streisand gig to inform us that as a result of seeing the living legend that is Ms Streisand he
would be “converting to a gay Jewish life”… If you can’t beat them… join them we say!
Which top manager told us in an interview we did with him back in November 2003 that “this ‘x-factor’ thing is all bullshit”!
Who told us at the start of the Hit Sheet that we wouldn’t last more than 4 issues and that our publisher would never work in the
music industry again?
Which PR person took one look at Beastie Boy Adrock and told him that her hat was much better than the one he was wearing?
Which office dept in kensington high street no longer feel like dancing as another apollo mission is terminated?
Jeremy Marsh…Jeremy Lascelles…Jason Iley…David Joseph…Paul Conroy…Hugh Goldsmith…Katie Conroy…Kevin
McCabe…George Ergoutakis…Phil Christie…Mick Garbutt…Charlie Lycett…Ciro Romano…Nikki Chapman…Alan Edwards…Rob
Holden…Paul Crockford…Mike McCormack…Hannah McMichael…Lorraine Hickey…Nick Stewart…Audrey Hoare…David
Holley…Dick O’Dell…Nick Hawkes…Richard Russell…Gary Farrow...Michael Caine…Joe Taylor...Paul Scaife…Chris Evans…Jonathan
Ross…Tony Blackburn…Ken Bruce…Bob Harris…Janice Long…Jo Whiley…Kate Hopewell…Peter McCamley…Paul Lester…Hugh
Panero...Jeoff Travis...Louis Walsh...Colin Barlow...Mike McMnally...Matt Jagger...Ewan Grant...Nova Buchan

THE NATIONWIDE MERCURY PRIZE SHORTLIST 2007
(AND THEIR CURRENT ODDS)

Bat for Lashes
Maps
Fionn Regan
The View
New Young Pony Club
Dizzee Rascal
Klaxons
Amy Winehouse
The Young Knives
Jamie T
Arctic Monkeys
Basquiat Strings

Fur and Gold (11/2)
We Can Create (12/1)
The End of History (12/1)
Hats Off to the Buskers (12/1)
Fantastic Playroom (20/1)
Maths + English (16/1/)
Myths of the Near Future (7/1)
Back to Black (2/1)
Voices of Animals and Men (20/1)
Panic Prevention (4/1)
Favourite Worst Nightmare (8/1)
Basquiat Strings feat. Seb Rochford (20/1)

HIT SHEET/BMI JUNE GIG
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FROM FEATURED ARTISTS
Corinne Bailey Rae
Paul K? Well, once I realised this guy with a
funny hat popping up at shows all over the
world was not in fact a mad stalker, I was OK.
In fact Paul – you’re ok ! Keep on doing what
you’re doing, helping
people get noticed, and thanks for your
support.
Tom Baxter
Congratulations to Paul on the 100th issue of
the Hit Sheet ... will you lot stop talking about
me now !
Jamie Cullum
The finest hat-toting, gig-stalking, hitpropagating publication there is. I read it on the
bog.
Matt Hales, Aqualung
Congratulations on getting to 100 Mr sheet.
Your supernatural enthusiasms and unsettling
ubiquity helped Mr lung and many others get
going and keep going, so I say thank you. thank
you Mr sheet.
Your continued belief in the power of great
songs gives hope to many unsung musicians.
Long may you prosper.

The Storys
A huge, harmonious thank you to everyone at
Hit Sheet Towers on your 100th edition. Well

done for supporting great songs, be they from
established artists or unsigned acts. We salute
you for sending such positive vibes our way.
Here’s to the next 100.
Rushmore
Since we played the Hit Sheet showcase last
November our career has gone from strength
to strength. Can we please be featured on a Hit
Sheet front cover soon! Seriously, well done
Paul and all at the Hit Sheet for spotting talent
early on..
AND SUBSCRIBERS
Richard Griffiths, Modest Entertainment
It’s worth putting up with how annoying you
(PK) can be just to be able to get the fabulous
Hit Sheet CD!
Gary Farrow, The Corporation
As essential reads go, the Hit Sheet is up there
with What Caravan? and Underfloor Heating.

Dean Pearce, Polymer Recycling Ltd
You've come up with some real nuggets over
the years and you've got take your trilby off to
that.More than that though, you've truly got
under the skin of the industry. Put in the miles,
put in the sleepless nights and seen bands at
the grass roots. And then brought them to
your reader's attention. The mag has evolved
over the years to become a true service to the
industry and a niche product that no-one else

can touch.
That passion comes across. Yours, your team's
and Bob's. I hope that the Hit Sheet continues
to grow and keeps running for many more
issues and years yet. I guess a big thank you
should go to your wife. I'd have been out the
door long ago doing what you do!
Gary Davies, Good Groove
Congratulations on your 100th issue and also
for being the first to champion Corinne Bailey
Rae....sometimes you get it right!
Barney Groom, Saving Face
I’ve told you before, but you’re a star. Gary
Nock has just signed with P&P songs, a deal
which ticks all the right boxes. I dare say
you’ve had a significant part to play in Gary’s
fast-track profile-raising as far as industry is
concerned and I think you should be proud of
the contribution you make to artist’s careers.
Janice Long, Broadcaster
I love Paul Kramer. He is a true fan of music
and travels the globe
checking stuff out for The Hit Sheet..He has
pointed me in the direction
of many an artist. Thanks, Paul. More power to
you and your hat.
Jono Coleman, Broadcaster
Congrats on your 100th issue....and here’s to
the next 100.
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HIT SHEET HIGHLIGHTS
Professor Richard Crane
(OGAE UK) gives his
100 'Hit Sheet' Reasons To Be
Cheerful
Aqualung,
Edge Of the Ocean by Ivy,
Brian Kennedy (and getting to meet
him),
Last Night by Vitamin C (inspired
cover),
David Guetta,
Do & Don't For Love by Kioki,
The Electric Soft Parade,
Cowboys Are My Weakness by Chris
Difford (of course!),
Juliet Turner (why isn't she a megastar yet?),
My United States Of Whatever by
Liam Lynch,
L.A. Today by Alex Gold (The Human
League's best single),
Tom Baxter,
Bhangra Nights vs Husan,
Peppercorn (and getting to meet her),
Four Minute Warning by Mark Owen
(pure pop),
AMPOP (although they never sent me
that CD!),
Gary Jules (thanks for the autograph),
the Vessels (underated),
Proving that I'm Lovin' It by Justin
Timberlake did exist (although he's
clearly not 'lovin' it' now),
World Citizen by David Sylvian and
Ryuichi Sakamoto (still not got this
CD either!), the 2003 Christmas
number 1,
You Raise Me Up (in all its many
guises),
Beulah (Garside),
Dogs Die In Hot Cars,
The Ordinary Boys,
Re-discovering Bic Runga,
Duke Special,
Cord,
Re-introducing Slaid Cleaves,
The Rasmus,
Kaiser Chiefs,
You Are Christine McVie,
Keeping the candle burning for David
Mead,
Dry Your Eyes The Streets,
Flying the flag for Gretchen Peters,
Redneck Woman Gretchen Wilson (ye!
ha!)

Lisa Andreas,
Cry by Kealer (best cover),
Mica Paris (still amazing),
Easyworld (especially Young Hearts
Run Free!),
Lemar (particularly If There's Any
Justice),
Psycho Killer by Rico (still never got
this one either),
Wires Athlete,
Futureheads,
Tara Blaise,
The Killers,
Stephen Fretwell,
Keisha White (how come she's not a
star yet?),
Nerina Pallot,
Go Steriogram,
Nate James,
Destroy Rock 'n' Roll Mylo,
Home Michael Buble (makes me feel
all Christmassy),
Lucie Barrat Waugh (sends shivers
done my spine),
KT Tunstall,
Keith Urban,
Touch My Fire Javine (one of our
finest Eurovision entries),
Crazy Chick Charlotte Church,
Lady Stardust Lisa Miskovsky,
Tony Moore (one of the nicest guys in
the business),
Guillemots,
Bedouin Soundclash,
Paul Anka (gives recent hits a 'swing'
makeover),
Re-finding Boo Hewerdine,
Chariot Gavin DeGraw,
The Feeling,
Richard Hawley,
Lazarus Sophie Soloman (featuring
KT Tunstall),
Anna Krantz,
Corinne Bailey Rae,
Lorraine (the Norwegian duo),
Bringing Imogen Heap back into the
public eye,
Rose On Water Triniti,
Regina Spektor,
Left, Right & Centre Lord Large &
Dean Parrish (legendary),
Hard Rock Hallelujah Lordi (they rock!
watch out for them in 2008),
Glorious Captain,
Your Body Tom Novy,
Teddy Thompson (why wasn't his
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album a commercial success?),
Fairytale Of New York (in our hearts
and in the charts!),
Somewhere Over The Rainbow Iz,
Puppini Sisters,
Jack Savoretti (2008 will be his year),
Lucy Jealousy (played by Radio 1 and
2!),
Mika, Scott Matthews,
Lior (hopefully a future star),
Share My World Jason Donovan (still
a star, now somebody please sign
him),
Ghosts,
Cherry Ghosts,
Bens Brother,
Get The Party Started Dame Shirley
Bassey,
The Unconventionals (please sign
'em!),
Mr Rock 'n' Roll Amy McDonald
(Vertigo) Pure Talent
Hearing Jonathan Ross playing his
"Hit Sheet" CD live on air,
Getting great music with every issue,
Being introduced to artists and music
that I'd never have heard otherwise,
Being able to 'tip' my own favourites,
Representing "The Hit Sheet" at
Eurovision,
Seeing my name in print.
But if I had to pick one 'reason' out of
the first 100 issues, then it would
have to be One Love by Ian Dury &
The Blockheads. Included on the first
CD it was its inclusion in the film
"Confetti" that really brought the song
home to me.
Thanks Paul, here's to the next 100.

BEST OF RECORDS OF T
16
#2 - MAY 2002
Strange and Beautiful
Mystery Artist (Aqualung)
unsigned
This is the stunning new track that is being
used on the current VW Beetle ad
campaign. The ad itself is a happy, smiley
affair, the track however is the total
antithesis. Downbeat and incredibly sad
but beautifully uplifting at the same time.
We think this sounds like a cross between
Radiohead, Eels and the Blue Nile. What a
fantastic combination that makes.
Another track by this artist is currently the
most played track on 91X, the most
influential US alternative radio station.
This is without doubt a huge hit waiting to
happen, incredibly the artist involved is
unsigned for both recording and
publishing. This is the world exclusive first
play of the entire track anywhere and The
Hit Sheet will be happy to pass on any
enquiries to the people involved. A big
thank you to Jan vanMesdag at the Hound
of Music who has masterminded this
campaign, for bringing this track to our
attention so that we can share it with all of
you.

#11 - SEPTEMBER 2002
Complicated
Avril Lavigne
(Arista)
This spiky, hook-driven single from 17-year
old Avril Lavigne has already ridden high
in the American and Canadian charts and
looks set to repeat its success when it’s
released on Monday. Discovered by
Arista’s L.A Reid, Canadian Lavigne looks
like a typical ‘skater’ chick in her baggy
jeans, sweat top and baseball cap. Oddly
touted as a cross between Dido and Linkin
Park, her music is more akin to a mix of
Michelle Branch’s tuneful teenage
introspection and the streetwise holler of
Pink, another Reid protégé. Complicated is
taken from her debut album Let Go, that
has clocked up nearly five million copies
worldwide since being released in August.
The album has sold triple platinum in
Canada, double platinum in Japan and is
approaching quadruple platinum in the
States. Following her well received London
date last week Lavigne performs live again
at London’s Astoria on 22 November.
Top 20 in the UK airplay chart and will
push Will and Gareth all the way , although
Will is on record stating he’s happy to fill
the #2 slot.
Interesting fact #136… Graham Edwards
who has a co-write on Complicated used

to be the bass player in 80’s pop combo
Go West.

#11 - SEPTEMBER 2002
Paradise (Lost and Found)
Just Jack
(RGR Records)
North London lad Just Jack has been a
furniture designer, flower arranger and
even trod the corporate boards at Gap. So,
it’s unsurprising that his urban, streetbased style is as eclectic in subject matter
as his choice of samples and sounds is
wide. There are obvious comparisons with
current favourites The Streets, but we think
Just Jack also draws reference from Tricky,
Massive Attack and Roots Manuva.
Paradise (Lost and Found) is the first single
from his debut album The Outer Marker
(released 30th September). Catchy as hell,
this laid back urban blues tune features
slide bass a lá Lou Reed’s Walk on the Wild
Side, jazz guitar chords and even a
triangle. Look out for the haunting
melancholy of Snowflakes (set for release
around Christmas), it’s an office favourite
and we think Jack’s just getting started.

#21 - FEBRUARY 2003
Day In Verona/ I Don’t Believe You
Tom Baxter
unsigned
It’s not often that you stumble on an
unsigned act that leaves goosebumps on
your arms, the hairs on your neck upright,
your feet tapping and head rocking back
and forth. We first saw Tom Baxter at
Ronnie Scott’s, having been tipped off by
our subscriptions manager James Engel.
On his enthusiasm alone we trudged over
to Soho and were quite literally blown
away. Songsmith Tom is an enigmatic
performer and talented guitar player, but
it’s his powerful voice that truly inspires. If
ever a case was to be made for an
Englishman possessing the power and
range of Jeff Buckley then this is it.
Seamless falsetto notes, driving crescendo
and perfectly pitched melodies lead his
songs into artistry, far beyond the four
walls of a venue. It’s rare that a publisher
signs an act this good that doesn’t already
have a recording deal – we take our hats
off to Mike McCormack who saw Tom’s
potential. Live, Tom mixes original tunes
with covers of artists including Nina
Simone and Carole King - homage to
original songwriting talents marking his
sphere of influence. In fact, PK thinks that
Day In Verona could have been lifted
straight from Nina Simone’s seminal

album Baltimore, released in 1979. Tom’s
playing a series of gigs at the Bush Theatre
in W6 starting on the 27 March, and any
A&R person considering a long term career
in music should book a cab down there
now. Mark our words, this is accomplished
music of expression and substance. In an
industry crying out for a return to artist
development and originality, Tom should
be leading the field.

#26 -MAY 2003
Everybody’s Changing
Keane
(Fierce Panda)
Q: What do you get if you cross a prepubescent Aled Jones with Thom Yorke’s
presence?
A: Have a listen.
There are so many reasons that Keane are
destined to be signed shortly, that we don’t
even know if we can bother to write them
all down. Everybody’s Changing is the first
tune on a three-track EP being released on
Fierce Panda and publishing went to BMG
last year, but the group is as yet, sans un
label. Wistful, dynamic songwriting with
grace and fervour, the track is already
receiving solid airplay and tips-o-plenty.
The band has taken longer to emerge than
old school chums Coldplay on account of
losing their fourth member and spending
2002 holed up in a Sussex farmhouse, but
where Chris Martin’s piano thunders,
Keane’s drips with introspection. The trio
will be worth catching at one of their
forthcoming shows that include Liverpool
University on 19 May or London’s Water
Rats on 22 May. We couldn’t resist the
temptation to pair both Keane and Rooney
together on the CDs running order as we
think they’d make a dynamic duo on the
pitch. This particular Keane is more Robbie
than Roy, i.e. full of tricks and a long
successful career ahead of them.

#34 - AUGUST 2003
Mr Brightside
The Killers
(Lizard King)
The overly glitzy Las Vegas lights also
mask a darker underbelly of sexual greed
where cash reigns over laws and morals.
Having worked the mundane day jobs in
this environment, The Killer’s outlook is
tainted by this world of prostitutes and
seedy cash-for-a-favour deals. Whether
being propositioned as bellhops in hotels,
working as couriers of body parts or
photographing instantly ill-fated marriages,
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the band’s twisted environment has
infected their sleazy synth tones while their
own voice calls for honesty and a sense of
purity on tracks such as Mr Brightside.
With comparisons to Psychedelic Furs, The
Cure or even Duran Duran, The Killers
sport a heady and unusual mix of style and
substance. Hoping to escape the dry
Nevada heat, the four-piece are flying to
London in mid-September for two shows
in London; Dublin Castle on 16 September
and the Barfly on 17 September. We’ll
certainly be down to witness their
distinctive and un-English take on life.

#35 - SEPTEMBER 2003
All At Sea
Jamie Cullum
(Universal Jazz)
Jamie has been touring the UK and playing
at all kinds of social events from a very
early age. Whether fulfilling a date at the
David Lloyd Centre in Finchley, performing
for a bunch of North London housewives,
playing to Lewis Carnie and his Radio Two
buddies at Café De Paris, or performing in
front of Her Majesty The Queen (who
described his performance as “magical”) at
St. James Palace, you can always be
assured of being well entertained. Jamie’s
confidence belies his tender age of 23, and
he gives performances of such stature that
it’s hard to believe that he is only five feet
four inches tall! Jamie recently won the
Rising Star award at the BBC Jazz Awards,
presented by Michael Parkinson – a huge
fan, who hope to do for Jamie what he did
for Billy Connolly’s career. Comparisons
have been made with Harry Connick but
the track featured here, All At Sea, reminds
us more of Joe Jackson. Jamie’s influences
range from Radiohead to Charlie Mingus to
Jimi Hendrix to Dr. John, all of whom he’s
covered in his live set, but his own
compositions are well written and intuitive.
Jamie will soon be off to the US for a few
dates but he will cap a great year by
headlining at the Royal Festival Hall in
November.

#35 - SEPTEMBER 2003
Stronger Than Me
Amy Winehouse
(Island)
How does a nice, attractive, middle class,
North London Jewish girl manage to sound
like she’s a 1930s contemporary of Billie
Holiday? Certainly not by having a
misspent youth! Having been given a
guitar at the age of 13 by her mum, a big
fan of James Taylor and Carole King, and

with a father who leaned towards Sarah
Vaughan and Dinah Washington, Amy set
forth on a journey of musical discovery.
The result is a voice that belies Amy’s
tender years – she can certainly rip it up
with the best of them. With other
comparisons to Erykah Badu and Lauryn
Hill, having impressed rows of suits at the
Universal conference, and with word of
mouth continuing to grow, we think Amy
will be one of the success stories of 2004 –
we look forward to seeing her at next
year’s Mercury’s. Amy’s debut album,
Frank, is released on 20 October, and with
such a wide choice of styles from jazz to
soul, groove and urban, this impressive
young talent is bound to appeal to an everwidening audience.

#37 -OCTOBER 2003
Rip It Up
Razorlight
(Mercury)
When you write as many tip top tracks as
Razorlight, the hardest decision is figuring
out which one to release first. It was limited
edition single Rock ‘n’ Roll Lies that
presented a select few with Razorlight’s
adrenalin-stoked brand of garage attitude,
but it’s Rip It Up that will introduce them to
the world at large. At just over two and a
half minutes long, it’s a brief introduction,
but you can almost hear the stamping feet
of marauding dancefloor crowds at rock
clubs across the UK. And it seems that the
lads have been working had to immerse
themselves fully in their newfound
popularity – we saw producer Steve
Lillywhite in Rak Studios the other morning
while he was waiting to record with the
band. He was still waiting at 3pm. “They’ve
had a late night,” he explained! Razorlight
perform at ULU tonight (10 October) before
returning to play the Mean Fiddler with The
Raveonettes on 4 November.

#38 - OCTOBER 2003
Fell In Love With A Boy
Joss Stone
(S-Curve)
Quite how this velvety voice can project
from a 16-year old middle-class girl from
Devon we have absolutely no idea! For the
religious amongst our subscribers, perhaps
it’s a divine gift, for the rest, perhaps the
most amazing twist of fate. There are,
however, two certainties: Firstly, that Joss
has an immensely bright future ahead of
her, and secondly, that S-Curve’s Steve
Greenberg is ecstatic to have found her,

although we’re not sure how she managed
to slip so completely through the UK’s net.
Her debut album has been postponed to
make way for Soul Sessions, a covers
album recorded with some of the
architects of the Miami soul sound such as
Betty Wright, Timmy Thomas, Willie Hale
and Latimore. Fell In Love With A Boy, is of
course a White Stripes song, but this is an
altogether different interpretation. Joss’s
debut album proper is scheduled for
release in early 2004, and if it tops this,
we’ll be falling off of our seats all over
again.

#39- NOVEMBER 2003
Mad World
Michael Andrews feat. Gary Jules
(Adventure/Sanctuary)
Just when Adventure looked set for the
label’s first runaway chart success, a host
of copyright issues reared their ugly head.
It was unclear quite who owned the rights
to Gary Jules’ version of Tears For Fears’
1982 hit, featured on the Donnie Darko
soundtrack. Thankfully, contractual
negotiations are now completed, and the
track has a scheduled release date, albeit
with a slight alteration to the artist credit.
Jules’ album and the Donnie Darko
soundtrack are also now both being
released on Adventure/ Sanctuary on 12
January. Radio has been getting behind
Mad World with early exposure on XFM
and Radio One, but more recently from
Radio Two’s Jonathan Ross and Virgin’s
Captain America. Jules will be in London in
early December for some London shows,
including our Winter Warmers night (see
this issue’s back page), and the video has
also just been finished. All in all, the track
is shaping up strongly for Xmas. There
does seem to be confusion over its
chances for Xmas No. 1 though – William
Hill has it at 14-1 while Ladbrokes is 50-1.
Time for a trip to Ladbrokes then

#41 - DECEMBER 2003
Run
Snow Patrol
(Black Lion/Polydor)
Snow Patrol were formed within a week of
Gary Lightbody and Mark McClelland first
meeting at Dundee University. Fast forward
through two well-received albums for indie
label Jeepster with plaudits from Travis and
Belle & Sebastian, and we arrive at one of
the standout tracks on the band’s major
label debut, Final Straw. Soon after the
album’s August release, Run was being
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described in more than one publication as
‘epic’, and several way-up front plays from
both Jo Whiley and Zane Lowe on Radio
One illustrate just how much interest this
Garrett Lee (aka Jacknife Lee)-produced
track has generated. Snow Patrol’s crushed
velvet vocals, stumbling slow beats and
stirring chorus hooks are being received as
well over the Atlantic as they are at home,
with Spin and Vanity Fair adding the boys
to ‘ones to watch’ features, despite the
album not being released in the US until
March 2004. The band are currently
supporting Grandaddy, and perform at
Brixton Academy on 10 December.

#47 - MARCH 2004
I Let You Down
Duke Special
unsigned

Dexys Midnight Runners, 10CC and
Madness to arrive at its own, very British,
sound. The three-track single was recorded
and mixed in keyboard player Nick Baines’
flat and any outfit that can make plate
tectonics sexy are alright in our books!
Nick and vocalist Ricky Wilson promote a
popular club night in Leeds called Pigs, but
their main talents clearly lie in front of a
crowd rather than behind the scenes. The
band perform at 93 Feet East on 1 April, so
if you’re not desperately trying to buy
Glasto tickets (they go on sale at 8pm that
day), it’ll be a brash, desperately cool affair.

#57 - SEPTEMBER 2004
Trouble
Ray Lamontagne
(Echo)

We first bumped into Duke Special, aka
Peter Wilson, at an empty gig in 93 Feet
East nearly six months ago. He’s hard to
miss – how often do you see a short
dreadlocked Irishman singing along to a
gramophone record? Add a percussionist
beating two shades out of a military bass
drum and cymbals, and you’ve got an
unusual live show that really shouldn’t be
missed. The Duke recently supported
Aqualung, and it was then that we became
convinced of his talents. I Let You Down
(not “done” as you could be forgiven for
hearing) is taken from his self-financed
debut Lucky Me, which, judging by the
number of copies he’s selling at each
show, has paid for itself 10 times over. The
Duke has supporting such contemporaries
as Ron Sexsmith, The Walls and Andy
White, and his growing legion of fans
includes Jack White and The Hives. With a
penchant for perfectly pitched pop, Duke
Special rejoins Aqualung for the first three
dates of their March UK tour, with separate
London dates to be revealed shortly. A real
must see.

How often do you hear of a shoe factory
worker having an epiphany while listening
to a Stephen Stills record and devoting his
life to music? Born in New Hampshire to a
roaming, dysfunctional family, Ray was an
outsider at school and general drifter until
he concentrated on a late-developed
passion for songwriting. Ray was
eventually signed toChrysalis Publishing
and his debut album, Trouble, is released in
the UK on 20 September. Recorded with
producer/player Ethan Johns (Ryan Adams,
Kings of Leon, the Jayhawks) in just two
weeks, the Van Morrison-style openness to
the record is both refreshingly loose and
captivating, although PK thinks Ray sounds
like a cross between Bob Seger and the
late, great Ted Hawkins. There’s a huge
buzz around Ray right now and we’ve been
blown away by his recent shows that have
included The Cobden Club, The Water Rats
and a media showcase at No. 5 Cavendish.
Ray proves that you don’t have to be a
virtuoso musician to have something to
say: when you’re reaching this deep into
the heart, it’s the message, not the
method, that counts.

#47 - MARCH 2004
Oh My God
Kaiser Chiefs
(Drowned in Sound)

#57 - SEPTEMBER 2004
Be By Your Side
The Storys
unsigned

Kaiser Chiefs are Drowned in Sound’s
latest and brightest hopes. The indie label
is aiming high with the debut release from
the Leeds five-piece, with sights firmly set
on a top 40 placing. For a band with less
than a year of experience under their belt,
Kaiser Chiefs are one of the most
promising outfits we’ve heard in ages. Oh
My God is a key pounding, reverbdrenched track that wanders through

At our recent Hit Sheet gig at The Bedford
in Balham, one band stood out more than
the others and had the audience cheering
for more. That band was The Storys. Led
by the photogenic and multi-talented Steve
Balsamo, The Storys formed just 18
months ago and have just completed their
debut CD, which was recorded halfway up
a mountain, in an old converted cinema in
Glyncorrwg in Wales. Band member Dave

Smith was given the honour of undertaking
production duties and he has done a
marvellous job. The lead vocalist on Be By
Your Side is Rob Thompson, but the beauty
of having so many strong voices in the
band is that everyone gets a chance to
shine and impress. If your particular
musical taste is for groups such as Crosby,
Stills, Nash and Young, and Fleetwood
Mac, and you’re excited by gorgeous ‘70s
harmonies with a West Coast feel, then The
Storys are for you.

#62 - DECEMBER 2004
Everybody’s Gone To War
Mystery Artist (Nerina Pallot)
Mystery label
This is one of PK’s favourite tracks of the
year and so it seemed a fitting way to finish
our last Hit Sheet CD of 2004. We first
heard an acoustic version of this track at
our inaugural live night, back in October
2003. Anti-war songs can be hit and miss
affairs (Culture Club’s The War Song
somehow managed a No. 2 chart
position…war is stupid…and people are
stupid!), but never has such a bittersweet
lyric been sung with such a pop sensibility.
In fact, we’ve already sent a copy to Mr
Blair and Mr Bush! Produced by Wendy
Melvoin (of Wendy and Lisa fame) earlier
this year in L.A., this is the lead track from
an album that we predict will be huge in
2005. There is huge interest building on
both sides of the Atlantic for this very
likeable young lady, although it’s going to
take a very intelligent executive to get her
signed up. There is a diversity of songs on
the album that showcases her incredible
talents but for those of you still in the dark
as to her identity, we’ll reveal all in the first
issue of 2005. In the mean time, we want
this radio smash playlisted everywhere!!!

#65 - MARCH 2005
Young & Foolish
The StiX Feat.. Corinne Bailey Rae
(Centric)
We were recently invited along to
Shepherds Bush Studios to watch a 10piece soul collective rehearse. We were
very impressed and the track featured here
stood out above the rest. The stiX is the
brainchild of producer Mark Hill (famous
for being one half of Artful Dodger and his
multi award-winning workwith Craig
David). According to Mark, The stiX is an
ensemble of rising UK talent, the best of
British, and he’s not wrong. Corinne Bailey
Rae, the featured vocalist here is without
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doubt going to be a huge star. In fact
Corinne has just signed a solo deal with
our good friend Terry Felgate at EMI, so
keep an eye out for her. Very rarely do we
see a singer who positively beams when
they sing and watching her perform is a
joy. The fact that she has both an inner as
well as an outer beauty should stand her in
good stead. And yet another star emerges
from Leeds, just what are they putting in
the water up there? There is a lot more to
The stiX though. Also featured on the
forthcoming album (released April 18th)
are guest vocals from Lifford, Delrosario,
Katie Holmes, Jared Lee and Ivor winner
Michelle Escoffery.
We think the chorus of Young & Foolish
bears more than a passing resemblance to
Nelly Furtado with a touch of a Lauryn Hill
vibe thrown into the melting pot, but it’s
the Sade style laid-back vocal that has us
tapping our toes and grooving along. We’re
certain that the track will soon be added to
various playlists up and down the UK and it
deserves to be a major hit and put Centric
Records on the map

#66 - APRIL 2005
Forever Lost
The Magic Numbers
(Heavenly/ EMI)
Let’s start a 60’s revival! Harmonies are
back!
We love this band and as you’ll see from
our SXSW review they were in the zone at
last months SXSW Austin appearances.
They certainly captured the party mood
atmosphere and there’s no doubt in our
minds that they will have festival crowds
singing along, smiling and waving their
avocado shakers throughout Europe this
summer. We checked them out before
xmas at the Borderline and Bush Hall and
they have just supported the Doves on 9
dates as well as squeezing in an
appearance at the Teenage Cancer Trust
gig at the Royal Albert Hall last week.
They’ll be opening for Athlete on 4 dates
including 20th and 22nd April at Brixton
Academy before embarking on their first
major 10-date headline tour which opens in
Cardiff on May 10th and includes a date at
the Forum in Kentish Town on May 12th.
They have influential support at Radio 1
and 6Music in the shape of Jo Whiley and
Steve Lamacq and we think the airwaves
will be pumping out The Magic Numbers
tunes in what should be a summer of
loveliness. The two sets of siblings that
make up the band are Romeo (gtr/lead
vocals) and Michelle (bass/vocals) and
Sean (drums) and Angela
(melodica/percussion/vocals) and in this

case it’s 4 that is the magic number, not 3!

#78 - JANUARY 2006
Sewn
The Feeling
(Island)
2006 is going to be the year of intelligent
pop music! (we prefer that title to ‘cool
MOR’!) The frontrunners of this movement
are going to be London based (via Sussex)
band The Feeling. We finally got to see
them a couple of times last autumn and
were impressed that at least 6 of the songs
were strong enough to be worthy of future
hit single status. The songs are well
constructed and have that timeless quality
about them. The first live bands we ever
saw were 10CC and Supertramp and The
Feeling aren’t a million miles away from
that sound. They wear their influences on
their sleeves; big choruses and big hooks
= big hits as far as we’re concerned. Sewn
is C listed at Radio 1 for the second week.
With further hits Never Be Lonely, Fill My
Little World, I Want You Now to name just
three all due for release throughout 2006,
this will be certainly the year when we feel
the feeling.
Their debut album is one of the most
eagerly awaited releases of the year. There
is no truth in the rumour that the working
title is You’ve Lost That Keeling Feeling!
The band head off on a 17 date UK tour
next month. Before then you can catch
them (if you’re not at Midem) in London, at
the Metro on January 23 or at SXSW in
March.

#79 - FEBRUARY 2006
Us
Regina Spektor
(Transgressive/Sire)
From Russia with love, via New York,
comes the eccentric (we’re not talking
eccentric Jewish football loving billionaires)
but the unique Regina Spektor. Not wishing
to let her classical training stand in the way
of a display of vocal gymnastics, Regina’s
voice soars up, up and away with the
fairies.Us is taken from the magnificently
titled album Mary Ann Meets The
Gravediggers And Other Short Stories
which is a retrospective of her three
albums released thus far, and which is an
ideal place for new fans such as us to start.
Fans of Bjork and Tori Amos could do a lot
worse than check out this very special
artist. Us is a beautiful, string-laden affair
that proves once again that the journey is
more often than not more interesting than
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the destination. Having come to the
attention of the European audience
through supporting Julian Casablancas and
his mates it would be true to say that
Regina is really a case of Different Strokes
For Different Folks! Regina’s Myspace site
has over 23,000 friends at the last count.
She is just coming to the end of her UK
tour so if you happen to be in Norwich,
Leicester, Colchester or Oxford in the next
week we urge you to catch her quirky
individual live performance.

#82 - MAY 2006
Better Man
James Morrison
(Polydor)
There is a very nice buzz developing
around this personable young man. We
have had the pleasure of seeing James and
his band live on several occasions recently,
mostly on the just completed Corinne
Bailey Rae tour where James won himself
a whole new fan-base with his outstanding
vocals and great songs. Sounding like a
young version of Ray Lamontagne and
Terence Trent D’arby James has a maturity
that belies his tender years. James is only
21! Growing up on a diet of Otis Redding,
Al Green and Van Morrison (no relation)
tunes has given James a good
understanding of what makes a great
vocalist. His guitar-playing uncle taught
him some blues guitar riffs and the rest will
soon be history!
The version of Better Man featured here is
a very special acoustic mix that highlights
James’ incredible vocal talent. When we
say that his album has several potential
smash hits on it we’re not exaggerating.
Full marks to our one friend at Polydor,
Colin Barlow, for his good taste in signing
such a prodigious talent. James has just
played the first of a 4 week Wednesday
residency at the Eve Club in London, come
along and find out for yourself what the
fuss is all about. James has told us that he
is interested in music with an emotional
content, be it that of others or his own.
Better Man is a prime example. There will
footage of James’s MTV Spanking New
Music appearance shown on MTV Hits on
8th May.

HIT SHEET AND ASCAP GIG
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MONTREUX JAZZ FESTIVAL
Having been invited to dip into the 2007
Montreux Jazz Festival by my friends from
the Philip Morris Organization I flew with
Easyjet from Luton to Geneva. Mid-flight
the air hostess asked me whether I
minded waiting 10 minutes for my pizza
to be cooked… “Well I’m not thinking of
going anywhere” I replied. Using my best
French to purchase a return ticket to
Montreux I enjoyed a spellbinding 90
minute journey with the lake and
vineyards as backdrop. I stayed at the
misleadingly named Hotel Splendid.
However the view from the room was
indeed splendid. Unfortunately it rained
for most of my two-day trip but I didn’t let
that spoil my enjoyment.
The Montreux Jazz Festival isn’t exactly
just about jazz. Moving with the times the
organizers have added other genres to the
bill over the years and both rock and
dance play a huge part in the line-up of
the festival that lasts over a fortnight. I
saw The Beastie Boys, Faithless and Unkle
in the course of one evening whilst
managing to see some jam sessions and
jazzier acts on the other including Narada
Michael Walden.

One of the highlights of the trip was
seeing the success of the Marlboro One
Track One Pack campaign. This is a
wonderful opportunity for new acts to get
their music heard by a
wider audience. Each
packet of Marlboro
cigarettes purchased in
Switzerland has a code
for a website where
tracks can be
downloaded.
Another highlight of my
trip was visiting Le
Picotin, the residence of
Claude Nobs; the man who IS Mr
Montreux Jazz Festival. Claude launched
the festival in 1967 and has almost singlehandedly put the small Swiss town on the
map. He has an open house policy for the
good and the great whilst the festival is
taking place and I don’t think I’ve ever
been to such an amazing
home/house/chalet. Situated up in the
mountains, and with breathtaking views, it
was like being let loose in a toy and
gadget shop; there were hundreds of train
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sets, jukeboxes, pinball machines, guitars
and other artefacts that Claude has
collected over the years.
I ate my lunch alongside the Beastie
Boys,Terry Shand and Geoff Kempin from
Eagle Rock /Eagle Vision who represent
the TV rights for the Montreux archive
past and present. As I was leaving Quincy
Jones popped in so I said a quick hello
having met him at the IVORS recently!

LE PICOTIN - WHERE THE BIG NOBS HANG OUT

Unfortunately I had to return early from
the land of Toblerone, swiss army knives
and the cuckoo clock but I look forward to
returning next year…if invited back! A big
thank you to Chris Prosser and the
wonderful Kate Hopewell for taking care
of me and ensuring I never got bored.

PK’S APTITUDE FOR LATITUDE
After a 2 hour drive in the company of
End of the Road festival organizer Sofia
Hagberg and Coda’s Isabel Guilet I arrived
at beautiful Henham Park in Suffolk for the
2nd Latitude festival.
After a small delay we arrived at the
Obelisk stage halfway through the Two
Gallants set. I first saw them at SXSW a
couple of years back and we featured
their track Nothing To You on the Hit
Sheet back in April 2005. Needless to say
both Adam (vocals & guitar) and Tyson
(Drums) were on fine form and are
definitely becoming a must-see to a larger
audience.
Having checked out the dyed in the wool
sheep (no that’s not the name of a band,
it was the farmlife on site) I made my way
to the Uncut Arena Tent to watch
Aqualung play an impressive set of
mostly new material. I then checked out
the Poetry tent but the language would
have made even Lily Allen blush so I
returned to the main Obelisk stage to see
Hit Sheet favourites The Magic Numbers.
The foursome are a great addition to any
festival bill. The sun even shone brightly
for Angela when she took on the lead

vocal for Undecided. Wilco played a
melodic and well-received set as a warmup for the main act Damien Rice.
Unfortunately Damien has not only lost
backing vocalist Lisa Hannigan but also
his regular drummer Tommo (due to
personal reasons). Nevertheless Damien,
ably assisted by cellist Vyvianne Long,
bassist Shane and drum techician Oisin,
put on a marvellous show. The highlights
included a very theatrical and crowdpleasing Cheers Darlin’ and The Magic
Numbers joined Damien for 2 numbers
including a rousing version of The Band’s
I Shall Be Released.
Not known for my love of the great
outdoors when it comes to sleeping I
decamped to a hotel in Lowestoft for the
night.
I returned the next day to see Hit Sheet
front pager Tom Baxter and his fine band
play a wonderful set. Even more
impressive was the long queue of nearly
200 punters that formed after the set to
buy a copy of Tom’s new album,
Skybound.
The tuneful and melodic Loney, Dear kept
our spirits up and entertained us all.

Unfortunately Scott Matthews’ set was cut
short before he got a chance to play his
IVOR winning hit Elusive.
Next up was my first chance to see The
Hold Steady, As good as they were I kept
thinking that I was in a timewarp and had
wandered into a Graham Parker and the
Rumour gig by mistake.
They were followed by our favourites for
this year’s Nationwide Music Prize
Natasha Khan’s Bat For Lashes. Although
their set was dogged by technical
problems Natasha’s charm turned what
could have been a negative into a
positive.
I’m From Barcelona (Hit Sheet CD August
2006) performed at the Sunrise Arena
stage, tucked away in the middle of a
wood. The 29 member band were
reduced by half for this gig but that didn’t
stop them being the highlight of the
weekend for the lucky 500 or so who saw
them. In a way they encapsulated this
festival. Great vibes, fun to be around,
very cool and a happy memory. Long may
the Latitude Festival continue to thrive and
not become a monster like some of its
bigger and better-known rivals.
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Bob Lefsetz
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Incandescent
Incendiary
Infantile
Inflammatory
Infuriating
Irascible
Irreverent
Insufferable
and always ...
Incredibly honest

The hardest part is getting noticed.
There are numerous media competing for the
audience's mindspace. And numerous musical
enterprises/records as well. So, the plan must
center first around getting attention, not
getting paid.
In the old days, the major labels controlled a
finite landscape. They had what was perceived
to be the best music, and they owned both
radio and retail, which were the major ways of
learning about music. So, there were few
companies with few products fighting over
little mindspace. Furthermore, you had to buy
the product to experience it.
Now we live in a land of abundance. There are
tens of thousands of acts and albums
emerging/coming to market every year, the
majors don't necessarily have the best, and just
about all of them can be experienced at the
listener's leisure, on the Web. The question is
how do you get people to listen?
If you've got a pop confection, the major labels
are the place to go. They control the old
outlets, which can reach the most people most
quickly. The only problem is the old outlets,
the mass media, are only interested in the
mass market items, and a great percentage of
the public isn't even paying attention. So, even
if you're the beneficiary of a carpet bomb
campaign, a great percentage of America will
still be clueless as to who you are, and won't
care that they're out of the loop, might even be
proud of being out of the loop. So, the
question becomes how to reach these people.
You can't reach them by asking them to buy
first. Quite the contrary, it's like catching a fish.
You've got to drop quality bait and wait.

That's scary. Because although they won't
admit it, most acts suck.
Don't think of how you're going to sell your
music, but how you're going to get better.
Learn how to play your instrument, not how to
style your hair. Image is far less important in
the new world, where everybody is accessible.
You want to be a member of the group, not
above or below. You certainly don't want to be
below, in the dreaded world of TMZ, where
those with a modicum of celebrity are
ridiculed. Your identity must take a back seat
to your music.
And this music must be freely available.
The tunes themselves are no longer enough to
rally around. The tunes are the enticement to
your lifestyle, your club. You don't want
people to buy your music, you want them to
become members of your club.
Everybody wants to belong. And exclusivity is
not the key, but quality. Style is trumped by
substance. Case in point, the iPod. First and
foremost, it is perceived to be the easiest used
and highest quality MP3 player. The fact that it
looks good is just the sauce. The fact that
everybody has one degrades its
integrity/likability barely a whit. Because if
something is truly great, people don't care that
others are on the ride along with them (like the
Beatles!) Most people only reject mass groups
when quality is perceived to be lousy. Or
when style is triumphant. Like the Razr. It
looked cool, but it didn't do anything new and
different. And now Motorola is in trouble.
Apple is not in trouble.

Quality bait...
When there was limited product, quality was
less of an issue. Kind of like Trabants were the
automobile of choice in Eastern Germany, they
were all that was available. But with the fall of
the Wall, the higher quality of the Western
world's automobiles was embraced, and the
Trabant ceased production.
In other words, how are you going to keep
them down on the farm after they've seen
Paree?
The Web is Paree.

Bob Lefsetz is a freelance journalist writing from
Santa Monica, California. The views expressed are
his alone and not necessarily endorsed by The Hit
Sheet.

only way you can get recognized. Unless you
take your clothes off. But that still does not sell
records. Just ask Tila Tequila.

But it's worse. It's infinite. And there's no road
map. And no guide, not yet, saying what is
good.
You can rail against this new world, or try to
figure it out.
You establish a beachhead. You try to get
people to notice you. And the way you do this
is not through endless cross-linking and
widgets and all the tools of the helpless,
hapless wannabes, but quality music. It's the

So, make someone a member of your club,
and then they'll give you all their money. I.e.
the iPhone. Apple loyalists, indoctrinated by
their purchase of an iPod or Mac, or both,
needed the iPhone as evidence of their club
membership. They needed to let everyone
know where they were coming from, where
they belonged. Just like your fans will buy
your t-shirt if they believe you're good.
Wearing it makes them feel good, it lets
everybody else know they're a member of the
group. Most people don't want to be a
member of an evanescent group, they want
someone who stays. So focus on staying,
unless you're in the major label pop category
above.
But, you say, Apple charges for their products.
That's apples and oranges. Google doesn't
charge to search. And didn't even have a
business plan until it had reached a critical
mass of users. You need the critical mass first
if you're selling software. And, Google and
your music are just bits. Whereas iPods and
iPhones are physical objects.
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Oh, don't get caught up in the mind-set of
people paying for your music. They will,
but you must entice and hook them first.

instantly, but to keep satisfying your core.
Their friends will follow along just to
experience what they're dedicating their
lives to.

So, how do you spread the word?
You don't. Your audience does.
Your audience has tuned out marketing
messages. You've just got to get a few
diehards to believe, and they'll do the
marketing work for you. And for this
work, you pay them. Not in dollars, but
kind. Free access to your shows.
Rehearsal tapes. Their main goal is to feel
a part of something. Let them in. And
instruct them. Not to force your music on
to everybody. That this isn't a job, but a
calling, a cause. That could take years to
reach fruition.
And what is fruition?

I know this is all very confusing and hard.
Because it's the opposite of what you've
been told for fifteen years. The opposite
of Tommy Mottola style, the opposite of
Clive Davis style.
Tommy Mottola was about orchestrating a
campaign. But now very few people are
paying attention to any campaign. You
can't get all the eyeballs you used to.
And Clive Davis eviscerates the honesty
of the acts. He calls in professional
songwriters, he crafts an image and an
identity. All that is left is the song, you're
just a cog in the wheel, you can be
quickly forgotten. You don't want to be
forgotten, but remembered.

A self-sustaining music career.
Right now, music is almost free. The new
modes of acquisition need to be
monetized, but until they are, don't focus
on selling the music, but everything else.
The live show. The merch. If you get
really big, destination gigs, cruises. Be
inventive. Everybody wants to hang with
the club. Furthermore, hard core fans will
still buy the CD as a badge of honor.
The key is not to reach everybody

It's less about crafting a catchy hit than
capturing the ears and minds of your fans.
Look at Dispatch. They might not make
music memorable to Clive, but most of
Clive's charges can't sell out arenas years
after they've broken up. Kelly Clarkson
can't sell out arenas seeming moments
since her last big hit, still in the public eye
all the while.
You're in control. It's not about getting the
attention of some mover and shaker. Your
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team is you, all the time. You're
convincing the end buyer, middlemen are
no longer relevant. Forget radio, forget
retail. It's about having a presence on the
Web and allowing people to find you.
And playing live. But that's actually less
efficient than your Web campaign, you
reach fewer people playing gigs. The tour
is the victory lap. If you can go on the
road and charge, if you can put together a
whole tour, you're on your way to
success, you know you've got something
going.
Sure, some people can make it based on
the live vibe first and foremost. Then the
Web is about the community first, not the
music.
But if music is first, it's got to be free and
available and a cadre of fans must be
motivated to spread the word.
This is not hard. That's what people do,
tell others about what they're enjoying.
But their friends know when they're
sincere, when they're getting paid, and
when they're doing it from the bottom of
their heart. Sincerity, believability,
credibility, they're key to longevity.
There's no longevity in the shenanigans
on TV and TMZ. If you want to play there,
be my guest. But it's not about music so
much as fame. And you're a musician,
right?

HATS OFF TO THE HIT SHEET
FOR YOUR 100th ISSUE
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